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Abstract
The notion of a p-variety arises in the algebraic approach to Boolean circuit complexity. It has
great signicance, since many known and conjectured lower bounds on circuits are equivalent
to the assertion that certain classes of semigroups form p-varieties. In this paper, we prove that
semigroups of dot-depth one form a p-variety. This example has the following implication: if
a Boolean combination of 1 formulas, using arbitrary numerical predicates, denes a regular
language, one can then nd an equivalent 1 formula all of whose numerical predicates are
regular. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper is a contribution to the ongoing research on the relationships between
small-depth families of Boolean circuits, nite semigroups and logical formulas.
In [2], Barrington showed that computations in NC1, i.e., realized by O(log n)-depth,
bounded fan-in Boolean circuit families, could be viewed as taking place over nite
monoids. His result was considerably rened in [5] where it was proved that several
natural subclasses of NC1 could be characterized by restricting the algebraic struc-
ture of the monoids being considered: for example, the class AC0 of constant-depth,
polynomial-size circuits constructed with OR and AND gates of unbounded fan-in
corresponds to computations over aperiodic monoids. These theorems can be trivially
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modied to be phrased in terms of semigroups instead of monoids. More results along
those lines were presented in [4, 18].
The central notion in these investigations is that of a program over a nite semi-
group. A program, similarly to a morphism, is used to translate an input string from
some alphabet A into a sequence of semigroup elements: the dierence is that the
program may query each input bit several times and produce dierent semigroup el-
ements each time it does. We require that the number of input queries be limited by
a polynomial in the length of the input string. Acceptance or rejection of the input is
determined by multiplying out the output sequence of the program in the semigroup.
Precise denitions will be given in Section 2.
In [12], McKenzie et al. showed that the computing power of programs over a class
of semigroups is essentially captured by the regular languages that can be recognized:
in fact only word problems for nite semigroups need to be considered. It is thus
natural to ask the following question: for which varieties of semigroups is it the case
that recognition of word problems via morphisms and recognition of word problems
via programs are equivalent? This property denes the notion of a p-variety and it has
great signicance when considered in the context of Boolean circuits. Indeed many
known and conjectured lower bounds for circuits are equivalent to the assertion that
certain classes of nite semigroups form p-varieties.
On the other hand, from a logical perspective, several classes of constant-depth
circuits can be characterized by rst-order formulas using arbitrary numerical predi-
cates, where the quantication depends on the depth and on the type of gates used:
for example, it is known that such formulas with existential and universal quanti-
ers correspond exactly to the class AC0 [10]. Circuit lower bounds are then equiv-
alent to the following statement: if L is a regular language dened by such a for-
mula, then one can also express L by a formula using only regular numerical pred-
icates, with essentially the same quantier complexity. This is indeed the case for
regular languages in AC0 [3] and this is equivalent to the fact that these circuits
cannot determine if the sum of their inputs is divisible by p [8, 1]. Also each of
these two statements is equivalent to the fact that aperiodic semigroups form a p-
variety. For a beautiful exposition of the algebraic and logical theory of regular lan-
guages, and its extension to Boolean circuits, the reader may consult Stravbing
[19].
As is commonly done, we use the same notation for a class of circuits and the
family of languages that they recognize. AC0 stands for the class of constant-depth,
polynomial-size circuits constructed with OR and AND gates of unbounded fan-in. We
dene AC0k to consist of xed-size Boolean combinations of languages recognized by
AC0 circuits of depth exactly k, and we let cAC0k be similarly dened, except that input
gates are allowed to compute functions that depend on at most t positions of the input,
for some xed integer t>0. Our main result deals with the class cAC01: we observe that
these languages are exactly those recognized by programs over semigroups of dot-depth
one, and we prove that this class forms a p-variety. Along the way, we will give a
simple direct argument that the hierarchy dened by cAC0k interleaves strictly with the
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one dened by AC0k , i.e.,
AC01 cAC01o1AC02   
thus rening a result of Sipser [16]. This result can also be derived from a special
case of a more general theorem in [7]. The fact that semigroups of dot-depth one form
a p-variety allows us to generalize a result of Straubing [19] and Peladeau [13] on
regular languages expressible by 1 formulas with arbitrary numerical predicates. They
showed that one may restrict to regular predicates without losing any regular language:
we prove that this remains true for Boolean combinations of 1 formulas.
2. Denitions and basic results
2.1. Semigroups and varieties
A semigroup is a set S equipped with an associative binary operation; a monoid is
a semigroup that has a (necessarily unique) two-sided identity element, denoted by 1.
We will write S for the smallest monoid containing S, i.e., S= S if S is a monoid
and S= S [f1g otherwise. Any element of S satisfying e= e2 is called an idempotent.
When S is nite, for any s in S, we denote by s! the unique smallest positive power
of s that is an idempotent. We dene the following equivalence relation on S: sJt
i SsS= StS; equivalently sJt i there exist u; v; x; y in S such that s= utv
and t= xsy. We say that S divides T i S is a morphic image of a subsemigroup
of T ; this is clearly a partial order on semigroups. Finally, we dene the wreath
product S T of two semigroups: this is dened as the set ST T , with the operation
(f1; t1)(f2; t2)= (f; t1t2), where, for any t in T , f(t)=f1(t)f2(tt1).
Let A+ (A) be the free semigroup (monoid) generated by the alphabet A. Classi-
cally, a semigroup has been viewed as a language recognizer in the following way: S
recognizes LA+ i there exist a morphism  : A+ ! S and a subset F of S such that
L=−1(F). Equivalently, one may also view  as a morphism from A+ to S+; the
morphism thus translates an input string x in A+ into a sequence (x) of semigroup
elements and this sequence is multiplied out in S; the resulting value determines if x
is in L or not. It is well-known that a subset of A+ can be described by a regular
expression i it can be recognized by a nite semigroup. The smallest semigroup (in
the division ordering) that recognizes L is called the syntactic semigroup of L, denoted
by S(L): it can be explicitly dened as A+= L where x L y i for all u; v in A uxv
is in L i uyv is in L. We will write MA(S) to represent the class of subsets of A+
that can be recognized, via morphisms, by S; M(S) will denote the union of these
classes over all alphabets A and, for a class V of semigroups, we will write M(V) for
the union of the M(S), taken over all S in V.
A natural question is to investigate the relationship between the combinatorial prop-
erties of a language and the algebraic structure of its syntactic semigroup. For regular
languages, several such connections are known: for example, a language can be denoted
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by a star-free regular expression (allowing complement as an operator) i its syntactic
semigroup is nite and aperiodic, i.e., for any element s; s!= s!+1 (see [15]).
The notion of a variety has emerged as the natural unit for classifying nite semi-
groups in terms of their recognition power. In our context, a variety of semigroups is
a class of nite semigroups that is closed under division and nite direct product. For
example, the class A of nite aperiodic semigroups is easily seen to form a variety.
Other examples of varieties will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Let S be a nite semigroup and S : S+ ! S be the natural morphism: we dene
the word problems of S, denoted by W(S), to be the family of languages that are of
the form −1(Q) for some Q S. We have the following
Fact 1. If V is a variety; then W(S)M(V) i S 2V.
2.2. Boolean circuits
An n-input circuit Cn is given by a directed acyclic graph: vertices of fan-in 0 (the
input gates) are labeled by elements of f0; 1; X1; : : : ; Xn; X 1; : : : ; X ng; all other vertices
are labeled OR or AND, have arbitrary fan-in, and we assume a unique node of fan-out
0 (the output gate). Such a graph naturally determines a function Cn: f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g;
given x2f0; 1gn, an input gate returns the appropriate constant (if the label is 0 or 1),
the ith bit of x (if the label is Xi) or its negation (if the label is X i); an inner vertex
returns the value of the function by which it is labeled applied to its entries and the
value of Cn(x) is the value returned by the output gate.
By considering sequences C =(Cn)n>0, where each Cn is an n-input circuit as dened
above, we can compute Boolean functions from f0; 1g+ into f0; 1g. In this paper, no
uniformity conditions will be imposed on the sequences (Cn) being used. We will look
at computations over arbitrary alphabets by allowing input gates to be labeled \Xi= a?"
for any letter a. Our interest will be in circuit families of constant depth and polynomial
size. More precisely, for each k>0, the class AC0k consists of the languages that can
be expressed as Boolean combinations of sets recognizable by polynomial-size circuits
of depth k. We will also dene the class cAC0k in a similar manner, the only dierence
being that input gates in each Cn are allowed to be labeled by any function which, for
some xed t, depends on at most t positions of the input string.
2.3. Programs
Let S be a nite semigroup: an n-input S-program over the alphabet A is a sequence
n=(i1; f1) : : : (ir ; fr) where for each j; 16ij6n and fj :A ! S. Such a program
computes a function n :An ! S by setting, for any x= x1 : : : xn in An; n(x)=f1(xi1 )
: : : fr(xir ). An S-program is a family =(n)n>0 where each n is an n-input S-
program: it naturally denes a function  :A+ ! S. We say that a language L is
p-recognized by S if there exist an S-program  and a family of subsets (Fn)n>0 of S
such that for each n; L\An=−1n (Fn). Alternatively we may view n(x) as a word
over the alphabet S, and then we require that, for each n; L\An=−1n (Kn) for some
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Kn in M(S). We write P(S) for the class of languages recognized by S-programs of
polynomial length, and, for any variety V, P(V) is the union of the P(S) for all S
in V.
Our interest in such families of languages is stimulated by the fact that several
natural complexity classes dened by Boolean circuits correspond to classes of the form
P(V). Two signicant examples are the correspondence between NC1 and programs
over arbitrary semigroups, and the correspondence between AC0 and programs over
aperiodic semigroups: these connections were originally stated for monoids but the
formulation in terms of semigroups is trivially obtained from the other one. Several
examples of this circuit-semigroup relationship can be found in [12].
Because of Fact 1 we know that, for any two varieties, V and W are distinct
i M(V) and M(W) are distinct. In contrast, it is quite possible to have V 6= W
and yet P(V)=P(W). For example, the argument of Barrington [2] concerning the
computing power of the class NC1 can be used to show that P(V)=P(W) whenever
each contains at least one simple non-abelian group.
It follows from Lemma 3:6 in [12] that classes P(V) (hence the corresponding
circuit classes) are characterized by the word problems they contain. This suggests
the following denition: a semigroup variety V is a p-variety i, for any semigroup
S; W(S)P(V) i S 2V. Intuitively this says that, for a p-variety V, programs of
polynomial length over a semigroup in V can simulate the multiplication of a semigroup
S i S itself belongs to V. The importance of determining if a class of semigroups
is a p-variety comes from the direct impact this has on separating complexity classes
dened by Boolean circuits. For example suppose circuit classes C and D correspond
to P(V) and P(W), respectively: then CD is equivalent to P(V)P(W) and
knowing that V is a p-variety implies that the inclusion must be strict, unless W=V.
2.4. Logical descriptions of languages
Consider a rst-order logical system in which formulas consist of variables, usually
denoted i; i1; i2; : : :, letter predicates Qa, for a2A, numerical predicates, the logical
connectives :; _ and ^, the existential quantier 9, and a special symbol written
length. These formulas will be interpreted as statements about words over the alphabet
A. Given a word w, variables will represent positions in w and numerical predicates
of arity k>0 simply assign true or false to k-tuples of positions, independently of the
letters that occur in those positions in w. Examples of numerical predicates that will
be used later are the binary predicate i2 = i1 + 1 and the 0-ary predicate length  0
(mod 2). The letter predicate Qa(i) is true if and only if the letter in position i in w
is an a. Finally, the symbol length is interpreted as the length of w. This naturally
extends to a truth value for any formula  and we say that w satises  if  is true
when interpreted over w. The language L dened by  is the set of all words that
satisfy .
Within this logical framework, in particular by varying the type of quantiers al-
lowed, it is possible to characterize a variety of Boolean circuit complexity classes.
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For example, with only existential quantication, as above, formulas using arbitrary
numerical predicates dene exactly the languages in the class AC0 [10]. Further results
and a more detailed presentation can be found in [19].
Following [19], we say that a numerical predicate is regular if it can be dened by
a formula over the predicates \<" and \ 0 (mod q)". For example, the predicate
length  0 (mod 2) is clearly regular and the binary predicate i2 = i1 + 1 is regular
since it can be dened by
(i1 < i2) ^ :9i3[(i1 < i3) ^ (i3 < i2)]:
The term regular is motivated by
Fact 2 (Straubing [19]). If a language L is dened by a formula in which all numer-
ical predicates are regular; then L is regular.
Moreover, regular predicates can be used to give logical characterizations of the
regular languages contained in several Boolean circuit complexity classes. For example,
the regular languages in AC0 are precisely those dened by formulas using regular
numerical predicates [3]. Further results can again be found in [19].
3. The two AC0 hierarchies interleave strictly
For each k>0, let BC0k denote the class of languages that are recognized by AC
0 cir-
cuits of depth k. Dene cBC0k similarly by allowing input gates to compute any function
of t positions of the input string, for some xed t. By using the fact that any function
of a constant number of input positions can be written as either a constant-size OR of
AND’s or as a constant-size AND of OR’s, it is easy to see that BC0k  cBC0k BC0k+1.
In [16], Sipser showed that the BC0k hierarchy is innite and Hastad [9] later strength-
ened the result by showing that the separation is exponential. In fact, Hastad’s result
even shows that cBC0k BC0k+1. This implies that the cBC0k hierarchy is innite, and the
separation is exponential.
In this section, by a simple direct argument using Hastad’s separation result, we
will prove that BC0k  cBC0k , which implies that the two hierarchies interleave strictly.
We will then show how this translates to the AC0k and cAC0k hierarchies and prove that
AC0k  cAC0k AC0k+1.
We rst need a more precise consequence of Hastad’s lower bound result.
Fact 3 (Hastad [19]). For every k; there is a function computable by linear-size depth-
k circuits with level 1 fan-in
p
n1=k log n that cannot be computed by depth-k circuits
with level 1 fan-in (1=20)
p
n1=k = log n and size 2(1=20)
p
n1=k = log n.
Theorem 1. BC0k  cBC0k BC0k+1.
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Proof. Suppose that BC0k−1 =BC
0
k−1. Let Ck;n be the canonical circuit of depth k with
level 1 fan-in 2, in the sense that (1) the internal gates of Ck;n form a full tree of
height k − 1 and arity n, (2) the leaves of this tree are level 1 gates of fan-in 2, (3)
gate type in Ck;n alternates from level to level, and (4) the output gate of Ck;n is an
OR gate. Since BC0k−1BC0k−1, there is a constant c such that Ck;n can be simulated
by a depth-(k − 1) circuit of size nc. Now any depth-k circuit of size s with level 1
fan-in 2 can be rearranged so that it is identical to Ck; s, or the negation of Ck; s, except
for its input gates. This implies that every depth-k circuit of size s with level 1 fan-in
2 can be simulated by a depth-(k − 1) circuit of size sc.
Let C be a size-s, s2O(n), depth-k circuit with level 1 fan-in
p
n1=k log n computing
the function in the statement of Fact 3. Replace each of the level 1 gates by a binary
tree of height 5+log log n followed by gates of fan-in (1=32)
p
n1=k = log n. Replace the
subcircuit formed by levels 2 to k of the original circuit plus one level of binary gates
by an equivalent depth-(k − 1) circuit of size sc. Recursively, repeat this procedure
until all the binary gates are gone. The resulting circuit has size s(c+1)
5+log log n
, depth k
and level 1 fan-in (1=32)
p
n1=k = log n. Since s2O(n) and c is a constant, the size of
the circuit is in nO(log n), which contradicts Fact 3.
Corollary 2. AC0k  cAC0k AC0k+1.
Proof. Suppose that cAC0k =AC0k+1. Then, by an argument similar to the one used in
the proof of Theorem 1, there is a constant c such that any BC0k+1 circuit of size
s can be simulated by an cAC0k circuit of size sc. Consider a BC0 + k + 2 circuit.
The inputs to the output gate of this circuit are BC0k+1 circuits. Replace them by
equivalent cAC0k circuits. The constant-size Boolean combinations introduced between
the output gate and new gates at level k can be eliminated by using, in particular,
the fact that any function of a constant number of input positions can be written
as either a constant-size OR of AND’s or as a constant-size AND of OR’s. The
result is a cBC0k+1 circuit that simulates the original BC0k+2 circuit. This contradicts
Fact 3.
Suppose that AC0k = cAC0k . Then, for every constant t, there is a constant c such that
any cBC0k circuit of size s and level 1 fan-in t can be simulated by an AC0k circuit
of size sc. Consider a cBC0k+1 circuit. The inputs to the output gate of this circuit
are cBC0k circuits. Replace them by equivalent AC0k circuits. The constant-size Boolean
combinations introduced between the output gate and new gates at level k can again
be eliminated, resulting in a BC0k+1 circuit that simulates the original cBC0k+1 circuit.
This contradicts Theorem 1.
Note that the separation between BC0k and cBC0k , as well as that between AC0k andcAC0k , is superpolynomial. An exponential separation between BC0k and cBC0k has been
obtained recently by Cai et al. [7] by using random restriction techniques as in [9].
This implies an exponential separation between AC0k and cAC0k , by the same argument
as in the proof of Corollary 2.
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4. The p-variety corresponding to cAC01
4.1. Algebraic characterizations of cAC01o1
A subset of A+ is a locally testable language i it is a Boolean combination of sets
of the form Av; vA and AvA, where v is in A+. Let LT be the variety generated by
the syntactic semigroups of locally testable languages. A subset of A+ has dot-depth one
i it is a Boolean combination of sets of the form Av; vA and Av1A   AvkA,
where k>1 and each vi is in A+. Let DD1 be the variety generated by the syntactic
semigroups of dot-depth one languages. These varieties have been extensively studied
[6, 11]; in particular, known algebraic decompositions for LT and DD1, together with
Corollary 3:3 of Peladeau et al. [14], imply that P(LT) and P(DD1) are closed under
Boolean operations. In fact the next theorem shows that the two classes are equal.
Theorem 3. cAC01 =P(LT)=P(DD1).
Proof. (a) cAC01P(LT). Without loss of generality, a circuit in cAC01 is a Boolean
combination of unbounded fan-in OR’s of AND’s of fan-in at most t, for some constant
t. Since P(LT) is closed under Boolean combination, it suces to consider a single
OR. Let D be an AND-gate querying bits i1; : : : ; is for some s6t. Let w=w1 : : : ws be
the setting of these s bits that force D to 1. We construct a program D=(i1; f1) : : :
(is; fs)bt−s, which maps An into fb; cg+, where
fk(a)=

b if a=wjk ;
c otherwise:
Thus for any x2An; D(x)= bt i xi1 : : : xis =w, i.e., i D(x)= 1. Concatenate all D’s
together with in-between $-producing instructions. The resulting program  :An !
fb; c; $g+ has the property that (x)2fb; c; $gbt$fb; c; $g i C(x)= 1. Since
fb; c; $gbt$fb; c; $g is in M(LT), we are done.
(b) P(LT)P(DD1). This is obvious since LTDD1.
(c) P(DD1) cAC01. Suppose L is in P(DD1): for each n, there exists a program 
and a language K 2M(DD1) such that x2L\An i (x)2K . K is a Boolean combi-
nation of languages of the form vB; Bv and Bv1B   BvsB. Since cAC01 is closed
under Boolean combinations, we can assume K itself is one of these languages. We
treat only the last possibility, the others being similar. An occurrence of the sequence
of segments v1; : : : ; vs in (x) depends on at most t= jv1j +    + jvsj instructions of
, hence on at most t positions in x. We can thus construct C, an OR of AND’s of
fan-in t, one AND for each possible combination of at most t positions in the input
that can create the required sequence of segments. This yields a circuit in cAC01 such
that (x)2K i C(x)= 1.
It clearly follows that we also have cAC01 =P(V) for any semigroup variety V such
that LTVDD1.
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4.2. DD1 is a p-variety
In order to show that DD1 is a p-variety we need to prove that W(S)P(DD1)
i S 2DD1. Since S 2V always implies W(S)P(V), it suces to show only the
rst implication; that is, we want to prove that whenever S is not in DD1, there is
some language in W(S) that cannot be recognized by programs over semigroups in
DD1, i.e., by circuits in cAC01.
The following eective characterization for testing membership in DD1 will be used.
Lemma 4 (Knast [11]). S 2DD1 i for all e= e2; f=f2; s; t; u; v2 S; the following
equation holds:
(esfte)!(eufve)!=(esfte)!esfve(eufve)!:
The key lemma in the argument is the following.
Lemma 5. L1 = (eaf be)+(ecf de)+ is not in cAC01.
Proof. It is convenient to work with the following normal form for circuits in cAC01.
We will assume that our circuit has the form C =OR(C1; : : : ; Ck), with Ci=AND (Ci1;
: : : ; Cik ; Di), where each Cij is an unbounded fan-in OR of AND’s of fan-in t, and
each Di is an unbounded fan-in AND of OR’s of fan-in t. Suppose that such an n-
input circuit accepts L1 \An. Consider the input word w= aben−4cd: since w is in L1,
some Ci accepts it, say C1(w)= 1. We can then nd kt positions in w that force the
C1j’s to 1; hence there must be a segment of m=(n − 4)=kt consecutive positions
in en−4 that can be modied without changing the values of the C1j’s. Set these m
positions to afm−2d, the resulting word, call it z, is not in L1, hence D1(z)= 0 (since
C11(z)=    =C1k(z)= 1). We can then nd t positions in z that force D1 to 0. Hence
we must have a segment of n0=(m − 2)=t consecutive positions in fm−2 which can
be modied without aecting the value of D1. Set these n0 positions to ben
0−2c. The
resulting word is in L1, hence has to be accepted by C0=OR(C2; : : : ; Ck) (since C1
yields 0 on it). If n was initially chosen large enough, we can continue this process
until the original circuit C is forced to 0 on a word that belongs to L1, a contradiction.
In fact, the above proof shows the following.
Corollary 6. Any circuit in cAC01 that accepts all the words in L1 must also accept
some word in L2 = (eafbe)eafde(ecfde).
We are now ready to prove our main result.
Theorem 7. DD1 is a p-variety.
Proof. Suppose S is not in DD1, but that all the word problems of S are in cAC01.
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By Lemma 4, there exist e= e2; f=f2; s; t; u; v in S such that (esfte)!(eufve)! 6=
(esfte)!esfve(eufve)!. Let a=(esfte)!esf; b=fte(esfte)!; c=(eufve)!euf ; d=
fve(eufve)!. Then, for any i; j>1, we have
(eafbe)i(ecfde) j =(esfte)!(eufve)!= abcd
and, for all i; j>0, we have
(eafbe)ieafde(ecfde) j =(esfte)!esfve(eufve)!= ad:
Consider the languages L1; L2 introduced above. Let  be the morphism from A+ into
S+, where A= fa; b; c; d; e; fg, dened by (a)= a; (b)= b, etc. Let  be the natural
morphism from S+ onto S. Then ((L1))= fabcdg and ((L2))= fadg.
By hypothesis, −1(abcd)2 cAC01. This implies that −1(−1(abcd))2 cAC01. Since
L1 −1(−1(abcd)) and L2 −1(−1(ad)) −1(−1(abcd)), there must be a circuit
in cAC01 that can separate the words in L1 from those in L2, contradicting
Corollary 6.
Let J be the variety of nite monoids M satisfying the property that sJt i s= t,
for all s; t 2M . Let LI be the variety of nite semigroups T satisfying ete= e, for
all e= e2; t 2T . It is known [11] that a semigroup S belongs to DD1 i it divides a
wreath product M T , where M is in J and T is in LI. In [14], a general theorem
about p-varieties of that form has, in our context, the following consequence.
Corollary 8. The following are equivalent:
(a) L2 cAC01 \Reg.
(b) S(L) is nite and for all t>1; S is a subsemigroup of L(At) implies S 2DD1.
(c) There is some q>1 such that L is recognized by a morphism  : A+! S Zq
where S 2DD1 and for all a2A; the projection onto Zq of (a) is 1.
(d) L is regular and is recognized by a single-scan program (i.e.; a program that
makes a single left-to-right scan over its input) over some semigroup in DD1.
In the next section, it will be convenient to have a more precise combinatorial de-
scription of the regular languages in cAC01. To obtain this characterization, we
will use the so-called wreath product principle, which can be found, for example,
in [17].
Lemma 9. Let LA+ be a language recognized by a morphism  :A+! S T . De-
note the projection of this morphism onto T by . Let B=T A and  :A+!B+ be
the sequential function dened by (a1 : : : an)= (1; a1)((a1); a2) : : : ((a1 : : : an−1); an).
Then L is a Boolean combination of languages of the form −1(t) for some t 2T
and −1(K); where K B+ is recognized by S.
We can now prove the following.
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Corollary 10. Let LA+. Then L2 cAC01 \Reg i L is a Boolean combination of
languages of the form vA; Av and (Aq)v1(Aq)    (Aq)vr(Aq); where v and all
vi’s are in A+.
Proof. It is easily seen that every language described in the statement belongs tocAC01 \Reg. To prove the converse, we use part (c) of Corollary 8. We will denote
by 0 the identity of Zq, by 1 its generator, and by c the integer cmod q. We have
that L is recognized by a morphism  : A+! S Zq where S 2DD1 and the projection
onto Zq satises (a)= 1 for each a2A. By the wreath product principle, L is thus a
Boolean combination of languages of the form −1(c) for some c2Zq, and −1(K),
where  is the sequential function dened in Lemma 9. In the rst case, we have
−1(c)= (Aq)Ac=Sw2 Ac(Aq)w(Aq). In the second case, since K is recognized by
S 2DD1, we know that K is a Boolean combination of languages of the form uB; Bv
and Bv1B    vrB. Because −1 commutes with Boolean operations, it suces to
consider the case when K is of the form just described. Obviously, the condition on
the projection implies that −1(uB) is not empty i u=(0; a1)(1; a2) : : : (k − 1; ak) for
some u0= a1a2 : : : ak 2A+, in which case it is equal to u0A. A similar argument shows
that −1(Bv) is empty or of the form Av0 for some v0 2A+. For the last case, we
have that −1(Bv1B    vrB) is not empty i v1 = (c1; a11) : : : (c1 + k1 − 1; a1k1 ), : : :,
vr =(cr; ar1) : : : (cr + kr − 1; arkr ). Let v01 = a11 : : : a1k1 , : : :, v0r = ar1 : : : arkr . We then have
−1(Bv1B    vrB)= (Aq)Ad1v01(Aq)Ad2 : : : v0rA, where the di’s are chosen such
that the occurrence of v0i starts in a position congruent to cimod q. Now the nal A

can be rewritten as
S
d2Zq A
d(Aq) and each Ad as Sw2Ad w; distributing concatenation
over union will yield an appropriate expression for −1(K).
5. An application to the logical description of regular languages
Recall the logical framework described in Section 2.4. As mentioned there, formulas
using arbitrary numerical predicates dene exactly the languages in the class AC0.
This characterization can be sharpened to characterize precisely the various levels of
the cAC0k hierarchy. Say that a formula is 0 if it is quantier-free. Then, recursively
dene k formulas, for k>1, as formulas of the form 9(i1; : : : ; ir)(i1; : : : ; ir), where
 is a Boolean combination of k−1 formulas.
Proposition 11. A language belongs to cAC0k if and only if it can be dened by a
Boolean combination of k formulas using arbitrary numerical predicates.
Proof. The reverse implication is easy and left to the reader.
For the forward implication, it is sucient to consider an arbitrary family of depth-
(k+1) circuits in which gates at level 1 have constant fan-in. Rearrange the circuit so
that (1) the internal gates form a full tree of height k and arity nc, (2) the leaves of
this tree are level 1 gates of fan-in t, and (3) gate type alternates from level to level.
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For simplicity of exposition, assume for the moment that c=1.
Order the inputs to every gate in some arbitrary way. Gates at level k can now be
identied by a number ik from 1 to n. Gates at level k − 1 are identied by a pair
(ik ; ik−1); this represents input ik−1 of gate ik from level k. Similarly, gates at level d
are identied by a (k + 1− d)-tuple (ik ; : : : ; id).
For each level d>2 we recursively dene a formula d(ik ; : : : ; id) which expresses
the fact that gate (ik ; : : : ; id) at level d outputs 1. (For d= k + 1, the formula k+1
expresses the fact that the output gate of the circuit outputs 1.) Let Pd(ik ; : : : ; id) be
the numerical predicate that is true if and only if gate (ik ; : : : ; id) at level d is an OR
gate. Then, for d>3, we dene
d(ik ; : : : ; id) (Pd(ik ; : : : ; id) ^ 9id−1d−1(ik ; : : : ; id−1))
_(:Pd(ik ; : : : ; id) ^ :9id−1:d−1(ik ; : : : ; id−1)):
There only remains to dene 2(ik ; : : : ; i2).
Let i denote (ik ; : : : ; i1). The formula 2(ik ; : : : ; i2) will be dened by
2(ik ; : : : ; i2)  (P2(ik ; : : : ; i2) ^ 9i1 (i)) _ (:P2(ik ; : : : ; i2) ^ :9i1:(i));
where  (i) expresses the fact that gate i outputs 1, assuming it is an AND gate, and
(i) does the same, but assuming that gate i is an OR gate. To dene  and , rst
let Rj; a(i; l), for a2A, be the numerical predicate that is true if and only if \Xl= a"
is the jth input of gate i. The fact that this jth input outputs 1 can be expressed by
either of the following two formulas:
 j(i)  9l((Rj; a1 (i; l) ^ Qa1 (l)) _    _ (Rj; ajAj(i; l) ^ QajAj(l)))
or
j(i)  :9l((Rj; a1 (i; l) ^ :Qa1 (l)) _    _ (Rj; ajAj(i; l) ^ :QajAj(l)));
where fa1; : : : ; ajAjg=A. The formulas  and  can then be dened as
 (i)   1(i) ^    ^  t(i)
and
(i)  1(i) _    _ t(i):
It is easy to verify that 2 is a Boolean combination of 1 formulas. Then, by induction,
we get that for every d>2; d is a Boolean combination of d−1 formulas. Therefore,
k+1 is a Boolean combination of k formulas that correctly expresses the fact that
the circuit outputs 1, as required. To remove the assumption that c=1, simply replace
every variable id, for d= k − 1; : : : ; 0, by a c-tuple of variables (id;1; : : : ; id; c).
As we also already mentioned, formulas using regular numerical predicates charac-
terize precisely the regular languages in AC0. It has been conjectured (e.g., [13]) that
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this characterization can also be sharpened to the various levels of the cAC0k hierarchy,
that is, that the regular languages in cAC0k are precisely those dened by Boolean com-
binations of k formulas using regular numerical predicates. But until now, the only
known result was that the regular languages dened by 1 formulas are precisely those
that can be dened by 1 formulas using regular numerical predicates [13, 19].
In this section, we use our results on cAC01 and DD1 to generalize this characterization
to Boolean combinations of 1 formulas and thus to cAC01. Note that this generalization
is not trivial. If L is regular and dened by a Boolean combination of 1 formulas,
then L is a Boolean combination of languages L1; : : : ; Lc all of which can be dened
by 1 formulas. If all the Li were regular, then we would be done. However, there is
no guarantee that any of the Li is regular.
Theorem 12. A regular language belongs to cAC01 if and only if it can be dened by
a Boolean combination of 1 formulas using regular numerical predicates.
Proof. The reverse implication follows directly from Fact 2 and the previous proposi-
tion.
Now suppose that L is a regular language in cAC01. Then, by Corollary 10, L is a
Boolean combination of languages of the form v1A; Av2 and (Aq)w1(Aq)    (Aq)
wr(Aq), where v1; v2 and wi are in A+. All of these languages can be described by
1 formulas using the numerical predicates \i1 = i2 + 1" and \i1  c (mod q)". For
example, (Aq)w1(Aq)    (Aq)wr(Aq) can be dened by
9(i1;1; : : : ; i1;jw1j; : : : ; ir;1; : : : ; ir;jwr j)
[Qw1;1 (i1;1) ^    ^ Qwr;jwr j(ir;jwr j)
^(i1;2 = i1;1 + 1) ^    ^ (ir;jwr j= ir;jwr j−1 + 1)
^(i1;1  1 (mod q)) ^    ^ (ir;1  jw1j+   + jwr−1j+ 1 (mod q))
^ length  jw1j+   + jwrj+ 1 (mod q)]:
The predicate \i1 = i2 + 1" was shown to be regular in Section 2.4. An easy induction
shows that the other predicates are also regular since \i1  c (mod q)" can be dened
by 9i0 [(i1 = i0 + 1) ^ (i0  c − 1 (mod q))].
Straubing has recently generalized the characterization even further to Boolean com-
binations of 1 formulas in which modular quantiers may appear in addition to the
usual existential quantiers [20]. His work is independent from ours and uses a totally
dierent approach.
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